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ABSTRUCT

As the code length is increasing, the search of optimum group sync codes will be more
and more difficult, even impossible. This paper gives the searching method of
quasi-optimum group sync codes on the small subset of PN sequences -- CVT-TAIL
SEARCHING METHOD and PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD. We have
searched out quasi-optimum group sync codes for their lengths N=32-63 by this method
and compared them with corresponding optimum group sync codes for their lengths
N=32-54. They are very approximative. The total searching time is only several seconds.
This method may solves the problems among error sync probability, code length and
searching time. So, it is a good and practicable searching method for long code.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have given several improved searching method [2], [3] of optimum
group sync codes, and have searched out optimum group sync codes for their lengths
N=32-54. Their searching speeds are greater than the exhausion [1]. But, not only
exhausion is impossible, but also our several new methods are limited by computer time so
seriously for longer code lengths that they become inefficient. Because, there are 2  ofN

binary codes for the length N and the searching time of optimum group sync codes
increases exponentially with N. So, even though head 1-tail 0 criterion, code weight
criterion and the same inverse-completary criterion are used in our several searching
methods, the situation is still so for long code. In order to keep acceptable the seaching
time of longer optimum group sync codes, we hope to find out a small subset of the codes
so that the code words in it have good group sync performances and the size of this subset
should grow linearly, rather than exponentially, with N.



In reference [4], we try confining the search of group sync codes to the subset S  by6

CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD, which consists of PN sequences of length 2  - 1. As6

we hope, there are many better group sync codes than the code used in TIROS
SATELLITE. This is a basis of the searching method presented in this paper.

In the paper, we present the searching method of quasi-optimum group sync codes on
the small subset of PN sequences -- CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD and PREFIX-
SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD, briefly called as PN-SEQUENCE-SUBSET
SEARCHING METHOD. By this method, we have searched out the quasi-optimum group
sync codes of lengths 32-63 and find that their error sync probabilities are 1.004 - 2 times
those of corresponding optimum group sync codes of lengths 32-54 and they are very
approximative. So, in the search of long group sync codes, we recommend to use
PN-SEQUENCE-SUBSET SEARCHING METHOD. It is really practicable and good
searching method.

2.  PN-SEQUENCE-SUBSET SEARCHING METHOD

For a given value of L, PN sequence is a pseudonoise or maximum-length sequence of
length 2 -1. PN sequences are pseudonoise. That isL

<A>.  In every sequence period, the number of 1’s does not differ from the number of o’s
by more than 1.

<B>.  Pseudonoise sequences have periodic autocorrelation functions with sidelobes -1.

According to reference [3], it is ideal to use PN sequences as group sync codes. Of
course, only a period of PN sequences can be used in rcality and so,  they have not
performance of ideal sidelobes -1.   But as shown below, they are still good group sync
codes.

PN sequences can be generated by a L-stage linear Feedback shift register. The
generated PN sequences differ as the initial conditions of linear feedback shift register. So,
there are 2  - 1 of PN sequences for a characteristic polynomial. We can construct such aL

sequence subset which consists of all the PN sequences of the same lengths. For a given
value of L, this sequence subset is called as subset S . For example, when L=5, there areL

three characteristic polynomial and subset S  includes 93 of PN sequences ( 3*2 -1 = 93 ).5

When L=6. there are three characteristic polynomial and subset S  includes 189 of PN6

sequences. When L=7, subset S  includes 1143 of PN sequences.7

Now, we will give two brief searching methods of long group sync codes on the small
subset of PN sequences:



1>. CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD

In reference [4], it is CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD that the searching method
we used is. The searching subset of CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD is determined as
follow:

For the group sync codes of length N, we always get such a L, where L is determined
by

2  - 1 < N < 2  - 1 (1)L-1      L

Then, the searching subset of CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD can be obtained by
cuting K-N bits out of the PN sequences in subset S . It can be called as cut-tail-sequenceL

subset and presented by S  .LC

Apparently, cut-tail-sequence subset may be generated by cuting PN sequences of
longer length. That is, this subset can be more than one. But as you see below, we only
choose the subset S  determined by (1) in general.LC

<2> PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD

Besides CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD, we will present another searching
method of quasi-optimum group sync codes Prefixing PN sequences by bit 1 and suffixing
PN sequences by bit o. It is briefly called as PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD.

As shown in reference [3], the code weight W of optimum group sync codes is [N/2]-1
or [N/2]+1 when the length N is odd, and N/2-1, N/2, or N/2+1 when even.

For the group sync codes of length N, choose PN sequences of length K=2 -1 where LL

is determined by
2  - 1 < N < 2 - 1 (2)L      L+1

Due to the numbers of 1’s are always one more than those of o’s, the searching subset
of  PRIFIX-SUFFIX SEACHING MEHTOD is determined as follow:

The searching subset can be obtained by Prefixing (N-K)/2 of 1 to and suffixing
(N-K)/2 of o to all the PN sequences in subset S  when N-K is even, and by prefixingL

[(N-K)/2] of 1 to and suffixing [(N-K)/2]+1 of o to all the PN sequences in subset S  whenL

N-K is odd.
This searching subset can be presented by S .Lp

Of course, prefix-suffix-sequence subset may be generated by prefixing and sufixing
shorter PN sequences. But. as we see below, we choose the subset S  determinted by (2)Lp

in general.



3. Comparation of CUT TAIL and PRIFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING MEHTOD

The group sync codes, are shown in TABLE 1 and TABLE 5, searched out by
CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD respectively in subset S  and S  and in TABLE 2, 36  7

and 4, by PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD respectively in subset S  and S .5  6

From TABLE 1, and 2, when the length N are far from the length of PN sequences, the
performance of the best group sync codes by CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD are not
as good as the those by PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD, except N=32,33. The
error sync probabilities of group sync codes by the former are about 3-4 times the those by 
the latter. The performance of the group sync code by PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING
METHOD is the best approximate to that of optimum group sync code when the length is
middle (47) between 31 and 63. That is, P  / P  = 1.004. As the lengths increase orps  op

decrease, the performances become bad gradually, but they are still better than those by
CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD.

The latter improve gradually and are better than the former when the lengths are close
to the length of PN sequences. TABLE 3, 4 and 5 illustrate this point

4. Conclusion

From about analysis, we can get several conclusions.
<1>. To search good long group sync codes, CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD and
PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD should be used alternatively. The former
should be used when the length of group sync code is close to that of PN sequence and the
latter should be used when the length of group sync code is far from that of PN sequence.
<2>. In general, for a given value of N, the subset of PN sequences is chosen as the
searching subset of CUT-TAIL SEARCHING METHOD, whose lengths are determinted
by (1), and of PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING METHOD, whose lengths are determinted
by (2).
<3>. Because PN-SEQUENCE-SUBSET SEARCHING METHOD can search out very
good group sync codes in a small subset and only spend several seconds, it is a very
practical tool, especially at the situation needing long group sync codes.
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TABLE 1. THE BEST FRAME SYNC CODES BY CUT-TAIL SEARCHING
METHOD IN SUBSET S6



TABLE 2. THE BEST FRAME SYNC CODES BY PREFIX-SUFFIX SEARCHING
METHOD IN SUBSET S5
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METHOD IN SUBSET S6

TABLE 5. THE BEST FRAME SYNC CODES BY CUT-TAIL SEARCHING
METHOD IN SUBSET S7



TABLE 6. OPTIMUM FRAME SYNC CODES
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